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QUESTION 1

A merchant has asked you to make their site WCAG 2.0 sections A and AA compliant. What Kind of compliance should
the website meet? 

A. VAK compliance 

B. Accountability Compliance 

C. PCI Compliance 

D. Accessibility Compliance 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A merchant would like a promotional content block on the cart which changes by customer segment. the content should
only appear when you cart total is $50 or more excluding shipping. 

What solution will meet the requirement? 

A. Create a widget with a static block assign to a customer price rule. 

B. Create a dynamic block and choose the customer segment 

C. Create a static block and add it to the layout area for the shopping cart with the customer segment 

D. Create a banner, apply the \\'customer segment to the banner and choose the banner price rule 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A small merchant is using a legacy 3rd-party module to integrate with a payment provide. This module takes the
cardholder information 

What changes must be made to the 3rd-party modules to reduce the scope of their Self-Assessment Questionaire? 

A. Utilize a VPN connection to the payment provider 

B. Store credentials encrypted in the database. 

C. Use the HTTPS protocol to connect to the payment provider. 

D. Utilize the payment provider\\'s frontend iframe system. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

A merchant using Magento Commerce for B2B enabled the requisition lists feature to speed up the order process for
their customers. Some users are stating the requisition list in hidden for other users in their company. 

Why is this happening? 

A. You must enable the share requisition lists for each company in Magento admin panel 

B. The requisition lists are created by users and are shared by company 

C. You must enable share option in Requisition Lists configuration 

D. The company admin user must enable share requisition lists option in their company account panel 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Your client has a new store view to support Spanish. During testing, you notice that a CMS Block Widget that appears
on your English store view is not appearing on the Spanish one. 

What change do you make to display the wide both store views? 

A. Duplicate the CMS Block and append en-ES to the block id. 

B. Update the CMS Block and select the language from the Locate multi-select. 

C. Update the CMS Block and select the language from the Locate multi-select. 

D. Duplicate the Widget and delete the original as Store Views can only be selected when creating or duplicating
widgets 

Correct Answer: C 
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